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All images are black and white, and high quality forPage 14*New 2020 resource** Distance Learning CompatibleThis resource includes ALL the content your students need to know to master AP Chemistry Unit 1: Atomic structure and properties and ALL of the tools you need to successfully teach this course.What topics are covered in this complete
curriculum for Unit 1: Atomic Structure and Properties? Our customer service team will review your report and will be in touch. This resource includes:Protons, Neutrons, and Electrons - Card Sorting ActivityProtons, Neutrons, and Electrons - Card Sorting Activity - Answer
Key*************************************************************************Page 18Multiple choice bank for high school chemistry. The set includes 16 PNG color illustrations, and 16 PNG blackline/grayscale versions. Self checking - if no pixels are revealed, you've made a mistake!Types of questions include:How many protons in an atom with atomic
number 9 and mass number 19?What is atomic number of atom with 6 protons, 6 electrons, and 7 neutrons?How many neutrons in an atThis is an excerpt from my popular line ofBossy Brocci Math & Big Science workbooks on Amazon.================================================Author Creds:B.A. History, B.S.
Chemistry, M.S. Organic Chemistry124 Credits of University SciencePhi Beta Kappa, Summa Cum LaudeTieszen Award for Calculus, Chemistry, & PhysicsAlbertus Magnus Award for Best Instructor atUniv. Then this product is for you! Included in this poster set are vocabulary posters based on the following words:acid, atom, atomic number, atomic
weight, base, chemistry, chemical reaction, density, dissolve, electron, element, evaporation, gas, liquid, mass, matter, metal, molecule, mixture, neutron, nucleus, periodic table, property, proton, solid, solute, solution, solvent and volume. This product gives you a copy of a GOOGLE SLIDES presentation with ANSWERS! As a bonus, it also includes an
access code for a SCHOOLOGY quiz so you can copy the quiz to your existing Schoology account. Ways you can use this product:• Group Rotation Station with peers• Centers• Small groups • Whole Class activityIn this 70 page activity pack, I have included: • 1 Color the vowel worksheet with answer key• Addition to 10 (color and black & white)•
Addition to 20 (color and black &Page 3This lesson, practice worksheet, and high level thinking activity was created for middle school students and is great practice to help students to understand the concept of the periodic table, it’s creation, how it is arranged, and how to read and understand the table. The topics covered in this slide are as
follows:•Moles and molar mass•Mass spectroscopy of elements•Elemental composition of pure substances•Composition of mixtuWhat Info Does a Mass Number or Atomic Number Contain?by ***NOW DIGITAL*** This worksheet gets students familiar with what information can come off of a periodic table symbol. Keywords: science, chemistry,
physical science, periodic table, atom, nucleus, electron cloud, energy level, orbital, proton, electron, neutron, s, p, d, f, electron configuration, mass, atomic number, mass number, atomic masPage 20These scaffolded, no-prep Atoms Cornell Doodle Notes are an introduction to atoms, subatomic particles, basic atomic structure, and reading the
Periodic Table. This includes a 550 slide PowerPoint presentation and many links. It is intended for classroom use only. Concepts covered include background information on Dmitri Mendeleev, atomic number, atomic mass, element names and symbols, isotopes, periods, groups, metals, non-metals, and the organization of the periodic table. The clip
art illustrations measure approximately 6 inches to preserve image quality when re-sizing, and include: Atom, Molecule, Compound ● AtoPage 22In this activity, students describe the structure of atoms, including the masses, electrical charges, and locations, of protons and neutrons in the nucleus and electrons in the electron cloud. Your students will
have everything they need to learn and review this material. Students will take notes on the atomic structure and sort cards on the characteristics of Protons, Neutrons, and Electrons - in their interactive notebooks.Included in this resource:Atomic Structure - Labeling DiagramAtomic Structure - Labeling Diagram - Answer KeyAtomic Structure Protons, Neutrons, andPage 12This vocabulary card sort allows students to practice matching vocabulary terms, diagrams, and their definition. Yeah..we all have those days :-). It covers atomic number, atomic mass, protons, neutrons, and electrons. Also, when purchasing this presentationThe Garbage Collector / Atomic Theoryby This activity is an
introduction to atomic theory and asks students to consider why we should believe in atoms if we can't see them. Word-search puzzle is a great handout to students on days you are not in school or days you just don't feel like lecturing. At the end is a 125+ slide Review game that reviews parts I, and II. What is included in this resource? The box will
turn green if they are correct, but will stay white if they are incorrect. Maryland, Dept. This resource includes: • Atomic Structure Worksheet 1 – Neutral Atoms (1 page worksheet + answer key) • AtomicSubjects:It is a bundle of three lessons:1. Your download will include a 33 slide PowerPoint presentation with several activities embedded within the
presentation. Students will also, identify that protons determine an element's identity and valence electrons determine its chemical properties, including reactivity.Bundle Part 1 - Students will label the parts of the atom, take notes on the atomic structure, and sort cards on the characteristics of Protons, NeutronPage 10Use this resource for teaching,
reviewing, or even assessing your students' understanding of atomic structure. It is an engaging collection of interactive activities that are self-assessing and student led learning way to help revise and review this important chemistry topic in a fun way. I've also included a BINGO game with a board for the students to fill in. The answers are provided
and include different models proposed throughout time as well as the technologies required and experiments undertaken. You may also be interested in:Atoms, Elements & Compounds Task CardsAcids and Alkalis Color by Number How to get TPT credit to use on future purchases:Please go to your My Purchases page (you may need to login). Its a
great supplemental activity on reading the elements on the periodic tabAtomic Structure Digital Magic Reveal Picture - Snow Globeby If your students can calculate the number of protons, neutrons and electrons in an atom, they will be rewarded with a magic picture of a snowman in a snow globe!As each question is answered correctly, more pixels
of the image are revealed. There are 8 slides that allow you to teach/demonstrate, provide student practice, and assess student learning. Lesson plan was designed 2012 for grade 9 chemistry with NC and C2C considerations.Types:Digital/Virtual Atomic Structure (Self Checking Assignment)by It is hard for teachers to provide immediate feedback to
students on assignments. You could even use the puzzle as a test.The vocabulary words included are: Alpha Particle, Atom, Atomic Number, Beta Particle, Bohr, Charge, Cathode Ray, Decay, Electron, Electron Cloud, Element, Ground StPage 8This is a 1,100+ slide PowerPoint presentation with built-in notes (red slides), diagrams, activities, quizzes,
review questions, links, two page homework, classwork sheet, notes, answer keys, reveiw games, and much more.Note: I have also included my Inside the Atom Lesson about quarks, leptons, and force carrier particles into this post. And finally, an editable unit study guide and editable unit test are included!Note aPage 5Atomic Structure Quiz:
requires knowledge of Atoms and their subatomic particles, electron configuration, ions, isotopes and general meaning of periodic table. Students also identify that protons determine an element's identity. Students should keep thisThis printable AP Chemistry Worksheet Bundle contains sets of carefully selected high-quality & auto-grading multiplechoice questions on Unit 1 - Atomic Structure & Properties. This would be great for an engagement activity, for science stations, to check for student understanding, for review, re-teach, tutorials, or to be used as a spiraling activity.This card sort includes the following vocabulary terms: atom, nucleus, electron cloud, energy level, proton, neutron,
electron, valence electron, atomic number, atomic mass, atomic mass, and atomic mass unit.Page 13This set contains Periodic Table tiles for all 118 elements to use for personal, commercial, and educational use. Each periodic tile contains the atomic number, atomic symbol, element name and atomic mass (molar mass) rounded to a whole number
(except for chlorine -- 35.5). Included in this resource:Atomic Structure - Protons, Neutrons, and Electrons - FoldableAtomic Structure - Protons, NeutronPage 23Ion, Atoms, and Isotopes Interactive Notebook contains 17 completed pages including notes, examples, practice questions, and flip diagrams. 17 Interactive notebook pages on the following:•
Matter• Subatomic Particles• Atoms and ions• Subatomic particlePage 24This worksheet is a great way to check for understanding or review for a semester exam that covers concepts relating to energy, motion, force, periodic table of elements, atomic structure, chemical reactions and/or weather. Students will learn the important concepts from the
unit covering atoms, its structure, atomic number, atomic mass, isotopes, electronic configuraPage 2This St. Patrick’s Day activity pack includes skills include: CVC words, short vowels, letter identification, letter/sound identification, addition to 10, addition to 20, number identification to 10, 20, and 50. of Chemistry & Biochemistry4-time North
Carolina Top 3 Science Teacher2-Time NC Top Science Teacher [20Do you need a DIGITAL assignment that is a bit hands-on and will give your students practice calculating average atomic mass? Each slide provides an image of a bag and three types ofCrash Course Chemistry #22 (Atomic Hook-Ups) worksheetby This is a zip file that contains a
Microsoft Word worksheet (along with a PDF version) to accompany the crash course video for Chemistry #22. These symbols can be designed several ways, so I included the most common symbol types. More interactive and fun than a traditional notes. Each worksheet gives you a great printable resource to assign to your students for homework,
classwork, practice, or review for a quiz, test, or exam. Also included are to posters that show a detailed snapPage 26This WW2 (WWII) bundle has 65+ activities, projects, primary source analysis resources, timelines, and power points covering: Pearl Harbor, D-Day, the Holocaust, the Atlantic Charter, Navajo Code Talkers, the atomic bomb,
appeasement, Tuskegee Airmen, V-E Day, V-J Day, the Bataan Death March, the Doolittle Raid, code breakers, the Nuremberg Trials, the Doolittle Raid, the rape of Nanking, Lebensborn, art theft, Japanese Internment, various battles, speeches, maps, timelines, and MORE! ***There It is best used as either classwork or homework. Answer key is
included as well.By purchasing this file, you agree not to make it publicly available (on websites, etc.) or to share with any other teachers. Then, they label mass number as protons and neutrons and the atomic number as just protons.This worksheet is very straightforward and simple. No watermarks will appear on the files that you download. This
assignment will give students an immediate response as to whether they are correct or incorrect. Check out the preview for a complete view of the download. Report this resourceto let us know if it violates our terms and conditions. My 8th graders LOVE this lesson and I hope yours will too!Vocabulary from lesson:atom, atomic number, Bohr,
Chadwick, cloud model, Dalton, Democritus, electrons, energy level, ion, isotope, mass number, neutrons, nucleus, proPage 16This no prep game comprehensive bundle on atomic structure AND Periodicity including: sub-atomic particles, protons, neutrons, electrons, charge, location, mass, atomic nucleus, atomic number, mass number, valence shells
and electrons, electron configurations AND the periodic table, groups and periods, atomic number, metals, non-metals and metalloids, reactivity, movement of electrons, ions, cations, anions, atomic radius plus more, is a great way to get your kids moving in your classroom and enPage 17In this activity, students will describe the structure of atoms,
including the masses, electrical charges, and locations, of protons and neutrons in the nucleus and electrons in the electron cloud. Also, included in this Mega Unit Bundle are four quizzes, two sets of task cards, color-by-number, four doodle notes, 2 graphic organizers, a quick lab, one board game, one math maze, a domino puzzle, and a bonus
lesson. Timeline is to scale and comprehensive. Beside each purchase you'll see a Provide Feedback button.SPage 15I am so excited to offer you this presentation about atoms & atomic models. My resources follow the New AP Chemistry Course Framework.This bundle has over 200 quality multiple-choice questions on the following topics of Unit 1 Atomic SAtomic Structure Worksheetsby Help your chemistry students practice calculating the number of protons, neutrons, and electrons in neutral atoms, ions, and isotopes! These three worksheets are “complete the table” puzzles. Google slide presentation describing with pictures the following about the atomic structure: Define the atomic
nucleusTell about atomsDefine elementDemonstrate how to find the atomic number and atomic massExplain nuclear force.At the end of this presentation, there is a link to a simulation that can help students understand the structure of the atom, and five games help them practice the atomic number and the mass number. This is perfect for preparing
chemistry worksheets and products, bulletin boards, posters, and powerpoint presentations. Our understanding of atomic theory is necessary for our basic understanding of how elements interact. Keywords: science, chemistry, physical science, atom, nucleus, electron cloud, subatomic particle, proton, neutron, electron, positive, negative, neutral,
mass, atomic number, mass number, doodle notes, review, assessment, quiz, homework, fun stuff, activity, printable **Page 11In this activity, students describe the structure of atoms, including the masses, electrical charges, and locations, of protons and neutrons in the nucleus and electrons in the electron cloud. An answer key is provided. Students
will sort cards on characteristics of Protons, Neutrons, and Electrons. Your students’ task is to use the given information to complete the table. I would use this activity at tAtomic Structure: a fun word search puzzle for HS Chemistryby ~ Atomic Structure Word Search Puzzle ~ This word search puzzle can help your students learn and enhance their
vocabulary, as well as strengthened memory of and ability to recall terms in Atomic Structure topic. Students will note-take on the Atomic Structure - Protons, Neutrons, and Electrons in their interactive notebooks. This PowerPoint is a great introduction and practice to help students understand the concepts of atoms, subatomic particles, and basic
chemiPage 7Familiarize your students with the definitions of 27 important atomic structure vocabulary words with this fun crossword puzzle worksheet. Concepts covered are energy transformations, calculating speed, interpreting graphs, reading a motion map, calculating for force and acceleration, velocity, Newton's three laws, calculating net
force, calculating for work, parts of an atam and chaPage 25Want help teaching important chemistry vocabulary words? Topics include atomic model and theory, isotopic abundance, significant digits, electron configuration, VSEPR theory, nomenclature, reactions and reaction types, stoichiometry, chemical proportions, empirical and molecular
formulas, the mole and molar mass, solutions and solubility and gas laws.Page 19Use this resource for reviewing or even assessing your students' understanding of atomic structure. Questioning strPage 4Everything you need for a successful Atomic Structure Unit! Five complete lessons: each lesson includes student notes, detailed teacher notes,
check for understanding exit tickets, and homework. It covers atoms, subatomic particles, atomic mass, ions, Bohr models, electron configurations, isotopes, and relative isotopic mass. If you don't want PartPage 9In this bundle, students will describe the structure of atoms, including the masses, electrical charges, and locations, of protons and
neutrons in the nucleus and electrons in the electron cloud. You may, however, post it on learning management systems such as Google Classroom as long as the file is only accessible to students and not to any outside sourAtomic Structure Activities Bundleby This Atomic Structure Activities Bundle includes a variety of paper and digital resources
which are perfect for your Middle School Science classes. They combine two effective note-taking strategies: Cornell Notes and Doodle Notes! These notes cover the general definition of an atom, depict a very simplified version of the history of the atomic theory, differentiate the subatomic particles proton, neutron and electron, by their charges,
masses, and locations within the atom, explain wPage 21This 32 piece set features both ionic and covalent bonds, electrons, protons, neutrons, an atom, molecule, compound, and atomic symbol. Most of the information will be missing. This comprehensive atoms boom cards deck helps review and revise topics like atomic structure, protons, electrons,
neutrons, atomic mass, atomic number, isotopes and others. Make it a fun game or competition!! Option 1: Ask students to find as many of the listed elements as they can in the time perioChemistry: Atomic Theory Timeline Construction Activityby This resource was developed as a research opportunity to fill in the template concerning the
development of Atomic Theory spanning 400BC - 1932AD. This assignment reviews how to read an element box on the periodic table. Get your students engaged and answering 20 questions. Each file is included as a png, jpg, and pdf. An analogy is made between a garbage collector who arrives early in the morning and removes the trash but is never
seen and the atom, which is never seen, but which has principles that we can demonstrate through simple experiments. Students label the mass number and atomic number on all of the symbol types. These activities can also be used for High School Chemistry as review work. Some information about the atom in question will be given to the students.
We have included all of the words on a separate word bank sheet so you can choose to make this puzzle harder or easier depending on your classroom needs. More interactive and fun than a traditional worksheet. These are high resolution (300 dpi) transparent background graphics. Students will label, calculate neutrons, recognize protons on the
periodic table, identify atomic number, atomic mass, atomic symbols, ions, isotopes and valence electrons.Page 6This lesson includes a 35 slide PowerPoint covering atomic structure, atoms, protons, electrons, neutrons, subatomic particles, (basic chemistry), two student foldables, foldable instructions, links to many additional resources (including a
free app), downloadable fonts, embedded video, and video wrap up! Created for elementary and middle school students.
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